Book List
Farm Nursery Songs. This book about farming is written in song, sung to popular tunes so you
can sing along! Peters, Jessica-PA Dairy Farmer, 2018.
Milk: From Cow to Carton. Learn how milk travels from cow to farmer to container. Aliki.
Harper Trophy, 1992.
Animals on the Farm. Learn the sights and sounds of typical farm animals by reading this
simple text accompanied by colorful photographs. Barraclough, Sue. Raintree, 2006.
From Milk to Cheese. Follow the journey of cheese, from the milk of a cow to a factory for
processing. Basel, Roberta. Capstone Press, 2006.
Ice Cream for You. In this early reader, learn where milk comes from and how it turns into ice
cream. Chan, Harley. National Geographic, 2001.
Let’s Make Butter. Learn where butter comes from and how it is made in this emerging reader
with colorful photographs. Christian, Eleanor and Lyzz Roth-Singer. Capstone Press, 2000.
Louis Pasteur and Pasteurization. Formatted like a graphic novel, this book tells the story of
Louis Pasteur’s invention of the pasteurization process and the effects of this invention on the
spread of disease through food. Fandel, Jennifer. Capstone Press, 2007.
The Milk Makers. Text and pictures explain how cows produce milk and how it is processed
before being delivered to stores. Gibbons, Gail. Aladdin, 1987.
Cows and Their Calves. This nonfiction primary reader shows how calves are raised to
become mature adults. Hall, Margaret. Capstone Press, 2003.
Counting Cows. A whimsical counting book features cows and cow terminology. Jackson,
Woody. Red Wagon Books, 1999.
From Milk to Ice Cream. Follow along as cows are milked, the milk is taken to the dairy and
made into ice cream. Keller, Kristin Thoennes. Capstone Press, 2005.
Dairy Plant. Take a field trip to a dairy plant and learn how milk is processed into butter,
cheese and ice cream. Leeper, Angela. Heinemann Library, 2004.
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Who Grows Up on the Farm? A Book About Farm Animals and Their Offspring. Full-color
illustrations and fact-filled text discuss the various kinds of babies that grow up on a farm. Includes
factual charts and tables. Longenecker, Theresa. Picture Window Books, 2002.
Out and About at the Dairy Farm. This picture book gives factual information about milk
production. Murphy, Andy. Picture Window Books, 2002.
Cow. A lighthearted, nonfiction book on cows, breeds and milk production. Older, Jules.
Charlesbridge, 1998.
What Happens at a Dairy Farm? A behind-the-scenes tour of a dairy farm portrayed by vivid,
full-color photography and first-hand expert information to show young readers the kinds of work
farmers do. Pohl, Kathleen. Gareth Stevens, 2006.
From Grass to Milk. Through color photographs, learn how farmers work to get the milk you drink
to the kitchen table. Taus-Bolstad, Stacy. Lerner Publishing Company, 2003
Baby’s Very First Slide and See Farm. Engaging, interactive board book, specially designed for
very young children, full of vivid colors, stylish illustrations and friendly animals. Watt, Fiona.
Usborne Books,
Dairy Queen. Follow high-schooler D.J. Schwenk on her journey of managing the family’s
Wisconsin dairy farm, while following in the footsteps of her sporty older brothers and secretly
trying out for the football team. Gilbert Murdock, Catherine. HMH Books, 2007.
How Did That Get in My Lunchbox? Explore how food goes from the farm gate to the dinner
plate and how the cheese in your sandwich came to be. Butterworth, Chris. Candlewick, 2013.
Chocolate Milk, Por Favor! Follow how a dairy drink helps create friends between different
cultures, and shows how a simple act of kindness is worth more than a thousand words.
Dismondy, Maria. Cardinal Rule Press, 2015.
A Year on the Farm (with Casey & Friends). A child’s introduction to the world of modern
farming, showing the tractors, combines and other equipment needed to plant and harvest crops.
Dufek, Holly. Octane Press, 2014.
Walk a Mile in my Farm Boots. An exciting exploration of American dairy farming written by an
11-year-old Pennsylvania farm boy with lots of color photos to accompany. Herr, Philip. Executive
Publishing, 2013.
Life on a Dairy Farm. A book that explains the activities that take place on a working dairy farm,
from the perspective of a child who lives there. Wolfman, Judy. Carolrhoda Books, 2004.
All About Cows. A fun, illustrated young children's book playfully introducing cows, with a fun
surprise ending. Tsung, S.S. and Tsung, Sarah. 2017.
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Chuck’s Ice Cream Wish: Tales of the Dairy Godmother. With the help of his Dairy
Godmother, Chuck is taken—poof!—on a memorable and delicious adventure to a dairy farm. He
finds out exactly where ice cream comes from and gains an even deeper love and appreciation
for his favorite food. Butler, Viola. Feeding Minds Press, 2020.
Making Butter. A simple explanation of how to make butter in your home kitchen. Hall, M.C.
Cows on the Farm. A simple introduction to dairy cows with key vocabulary words at the end.
Carraway, Rose. Gareth Stevens Leveled Readers, 2012.

The Best Ice Cream That Ever Was Licked. A story of how one girl’s upbringing on a dairy
farm fostered her entrepreneurial spirit. Complete with discussion questions. Lyons, Rebecca.
CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2018.
Clarabelle: Making Milk and So Much More. Following a day in the life of Clarabelle, one of
1,200 cows on a Wisconsin dairy farm, we learn what it takes for a cow to produce life-giving milk
and also by-products like electricity. Peterson, Cris. Boyds Mills Press,2013.
John Deere, That’s Who! Learn about John Deere and his steel plow that changed the
agriculture industry forever. Nelson Maurer, Tracy. Henry Holt and Co, 2017.
From Milk to Cheese (Who Made My Lunch?) A child wonders where cheese comes from and
learns about the jobs of a dairy farmer and cheese makers and how milk is made into cheese at a
cheese factory. Heos, Bridget. Amicus, 2017.
From Milk to Ice Cream (Who Made My Lunch?) A child wonders where ice cream comes from
and learns about the jobs of a dairy farmer, a sugarcane farmer, and factory workers in an ice
cream factory. Heos, Bridget. Amicus Ink, 2018.
The Calf on my Farm. Follow around a girl taking care of the calves on her dairy farm and all the
hard work that goes into keeping them happy and healthy. White, Stephanie. Lakeside Press,
2019.

